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WolfVision Introduces vSolution Cynap Core™
KLAUS, AUSTRIA – January 23, 2018. WolfVision, the manufacturer of presentation and
collaboration technology solutions, announces an important extension to its Cynap
system portfolio. The new vSolution Cynap Core collaboration system will be introduced
at this year’s ISE 2018 show. Cynap Core provides the core essential features and
functionality for effective wireless presentation and collaboration. It is designed as a
powerful, compact, flexible, and easy to use system, suitable for classrooms, meeting
rooms, and huddle spaces everywhere.
App-free, dongle-free BYOD
Cynap Core features comprehensive ‘bring your own device’ (BYOD) capability, with
wireless screen sharing for all iOS, Android, Windows, and Mac devices. Connection is
quick and easy, and support for AirPlay, Chromecast, and Miracast mirroring protocols
means that no software, apps or dongles are needed when sharing content on-screen
from smartphones, tablets or laptops.
All files, all locations, all devices
Additional key system features include a built-in media player which enables all types of
files from cloud, network drives or other connected sources to be displayed on-screen, a
digital whiteboard which is available for making notes, and an annotation feature that
enables users to draw over any open window. This allows additional content to be
created and captured spontaneously at any time.
Active learning classrooms
For active learning classrooms and collaboration spaces where multiple workstations are
required, multiple Cynap Core systems can be integrated into network infrastructure,
together with a vSolution MATRIX enabled Cynap system, to provide a truly scalable,
high performance AV over IP collaborative working and learning environment.
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Driving the Creation of Knowledge
WolfVision is a worldwide developer and manufacturer of innovative presentation and
collaboration systems. Many internationally renowned universities and other
organizations use WolfVision Visualizer and Cynap presentation, collaboration, and
knowledge sharing technology solutions, to optimize information handling throughout
their organizations.
Committed to ‘Driving the Creation of Knowledge’, WolfVision makes continuous
investment into research and development, and has won many awards for outstanding
innovation and design performance. The company has its headquarters in Austria, and
has subsidiaries in USA, Japan, Germany, Singapore, Canada, Dubai, Norway, and the
United Kingdom.
More information: www.wolfvision.com
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